Abstract: Army research in nanomaterials for sensors and photonic/electron devices encompasses a wide range of topics, including next generation electronic and photonic component employing emerging materials by design that span a range of dimensionalities from bulk to two-dimensional films, one-dimensional quantum wires, and zero-dimensional quantum dots. Critical to the understanding of these lower dimensional materials and devices is the study of their interfaces with surrounding materials and environments, including active heterogeneous interfaces involving heterostructures containing dissimilar alloys that achieve new electronic or photonic functionalities. Multiscale modeling of these emerging materials is validated using unique experimental capabilities that span the electromagnetic spectrum from ultraviolet to terahertz and mm-waves, and time scales from femtoseconds to continuous wave. In this talk, I shall give an overview of some of the novel materials and capabilities being developed/exploited for Army sensors and electronic devices at the Army Research Laboratory (ARL), including opportunities for collaboration through ARL’s Open Campus concept, and within this context provide specific examples involving unique ultrafast optical studies of wide bandgap semiconductor nanostructures and III-Nitride/SiC avalanche photodiodes incorporating active heterogeneous interfaces.
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